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The Association of Personal Injury Lawyers (APIL) is a not-for-profit organisation formed by
pursuers’ lawyers who are dedicated to upholding the rights of people injured through no
fault of their own.

APIL currently has over 160 members in Scotland. Membership comprises solicitors,
advocates, legal executives and academics whose interest in personal injury work is
predominantly on behalf of injured people.

The aims of the association are:
•

To promote full and just compensation for all types of personal injury;

•

To promote and develop expertise in the practice of personal injury law;

•

To promote wider redress for personal injury in the legal system;

•

To campaign for improvements in personal injury law;

•

To promote safety and alert the public to hazards wherever they arise

•

To provide a communication network for members
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Executive summary
•

The sheriff court as presently constituted and operated is not always an adequate
forum for personal injury claimants, and that fundamental reform is needed. Such
reform must be delivered prior to the removal of some personal injury claims from
the Court of Session.

•

We support an increase in the privative jurisdiction of the sheriff court to £30,000
on the basis that reform is delivered.

•

The Court of Session should be retained as a court of first instance with its personal
injury workload reduced to around 20 to 33 per cent of its current level.

•

The sheriff court system should be reformed with two specialist personal injury
court centres in Edinburgh and Glasgow. Pursuers would have the right to jury
trials in these courts.

•

District judges should have no jurisdiction in personal injury cases.

•

Injured people should retain the right to instruct counsel in the sheriff court.

•

Clinical negligence and disease claims should still be dealt with under the Chapter
43 procedure in the Court of Session, regardless of value.

Introduction
The publication of the Scottish Civil Courts Review, and the political debate which
followed it, clearly indicates a wide-ranging desire for reform of the civil justice system,
and we welcome the opportunity to be involved in that discussion.

APIL acknowledges that the review represents an important, detailed and comprehensive
study of the landscape of litigation and dispute resolution in Scotland. We also
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acknowledge that the sheriff court as presently constituted and operated is not always an
adequate forum for personal injury claimants, and that fundamental reform is needed. It is
our strongly held belief that such reform must be delivered prior to the removal of some
personal injury claims from the Court of Session. Once this is achieved, we could support a
change to the jurisdiction limit which drives behavioural change whereby lower value
cases are dealt with by the appropriate level of judiciary and providing that the Court of
Session is retained as a court of first instance. It is essential that any reform is justified by
empirical evidence. Further research and modelling work conducted by the Scottish
Government is therefore essential.

Jurisdiction of the Court of Session
Research
The research published in the Scottish Civil Courts Review final report on which the
proposal to increase the sheriff court limit to £150,000 is based is, in our view, inadequate
and of limited value.

We note that part of the reasoning for the recommendation to increase the privative limit
of the Court of Session is that the research produced in Lord Gill’s final report showed that
where the sum sued for was less than £150,000 the total cost of litigation was likely to be
100 per cent or more of the settlement value of the claim. It was also suggested by Lord
Gill that an increase in the limit to this level would leave approximately 36 per cent of all
personal injury cases in the Court of Session1. APIL agrees that cases need to be heard in
the appropriate forum, and it is not, for example acceptable that a £5,000 whiplash claim
can continue to be dealt with by the Court of Session2.

The research on which Lord Gill relies3 is weak or non-existent. It is derived from forecasts
which have been made from the study of the sums sued for in signetted summonses over
a two-week period and separately, information from a single insurer respondent database.
The reality, however, is that where the court cannot award a sum greater than the sum

1

Page 76 Report of the Scottish Civil Courts Review volume One, paragraph132.
Agnes Campbell v Robert Downie [2010] CSOH 37 where an award of £5,000.00 was made
3
Pages 70-71 Scottish Civil Courts Review Volume one
2
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sued for, the sum sued for tends to bear little relation to the litigation or settlement value
of each case- a point which the Government itself acknowledges. We also believe that the
addition of the defenders’ own expenses to the overall costs is not appropriate, because
the reality is that the defenders have controlled the litigation from the outset.
Unfortunately, pursuers are often forced to issue proceedings because defenders or their
insurers do not make reasonable offers to settle cases. The cost of litigation to society
should not include consideration of defenders’ expenses when it is the defenders who
have effectively caused litigation both to take place and also to be maintained. Lord Gill’s
own report comes with a caveat as to the reliability of the data collated4.

APIL conducted a survey of members in early 2010 and has made two subsequent
Freedom of Information requests. In our survey of members two sets of data were
requested. The first was sought on all cases settled during January 2009 and March 2009.
Data collected on 217 Court of Session cases settled during this period are appended at D.
Preliminary findings suggest that where damages recovered were between £5,000 and
£10,000 expenses were on average 107 per cent of damages recovered, suggesting that a
settlement figure of £10,000 is closer to the ‘break-even’ point referred to by Lord Gill in
his original report5. For cases in which damages were higher than £10,000 expenses were
considerably lower and continued, in general, to fall the higher the damages paid. The
second set of data collected related to cases settled during the month of February and
showed that the vast majority, 81 per cent, of cases settled for below £10,000. This is
appended at D. These findings suggest that the proposal to increase the sheriff court limit
to £150,000 will effectively end the Court of Session’s role as a court of first instance for
personal injury cases, which would be a catastrophic development for the people of
Scotland.

An alternative to the sheriff court jurisdiction limit proposed should be £30,000, taking
together the combination of the results of the APIL Scotland research and the desire to
drive the appropriate behaviours, whilst at the same time retaining the Court of Session as
4

Ibid Page 70 footnote 19
Lord Gill suggested that the breakeven point between sum sought and the total cost of litigation was
£150,000 because at that point and number costs of litigation was likely to be 100% more than sum sought.
Page 72 paragraph 113.
5
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a court of first instance. Our support for such an increase would be on the proviso that it is
guaranteed that there will be a move towards a specialised court and that there is
provision for the exclusion of complex and important cases, as discussed below. Our
research shows that around 85 per cent of cases settled for under £30,000. Our proposals
would not remove 85 per cent because many of those cases will have been properly raised
in the Court of Session on the Coyle v Fairey6 principle, namely they will be cases that were
realistically valued at over £30,000 when signetted but variable case factors mean that
they have settled for less. It is impossible to be absolutely precise but we suggest it would
leave 20 to 33 per cent properly in the Court of Session, which is the percentage
presumption on which the Review proceeds. It is essential that the judiciary should retain
the current Coyle v Fairey7 discretion to allow Court of Session costs where an original
assessment of value might reasonably indicate an award of £30,000 or more.

It must be emphasised, however, that our recommendation in relation to the jurisdiction
limit is inextricably linked with the checks and balances recommended elsewhere in this
paper.

We are confident that these figures are more accurate than those in the final report of the
Review as they relate to the final settlement of damages rather than the sum sued for and
are a clearer reflection of the expenses to damages ratio.

Value of the Court of Session
Time and again over the past 60 years, UK law in the field of reparation has originated
from Scotland, with the availability of the Court of Session being a major factor. Attached
at Appendix A is an extract from the APIL Guide to Accidents at Work, which points out
that “time and time again the law of the United Kingdom comes from Scotland. If it was
not for the efforts of solicitors and advocates in Scotland workers, in particular, might well
be much less well protected under the law.”8

6

Coyle v William Fairey Installations Ltd 1991 SC 16 at p 19
Coyle v William Fairey Installations Ltd 1991 SC 16
8
Guide to Accidents at Work, Nigel Tomkins, Michael Humphreys, Matthew Stockwell, published by Jordan
Publishing Limited, Chapter 2. See Appendix A.
7
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Also attached at Appendix B is an extract from the UK-wide publication “Encyclopaedia of
Health and Safety at Work” by way of further example. The reference pages relate to
sections of the Provision and Use of Work Equipment Regulations 1998 and its
interpretation. These regulations are central to both the prevention of injury at work, and
the proper disposal of compensation claims as a result of injuries. The Scottish case law is
highlighted.9 What is clear is that in this area Scots law carries formidable influence and
authority.

Legal theorists have held that the settlement of cases takes place ‘in the shadow of the
law’. Practitioners settle most cases without litigation at all and almost all cases without
formal adjudication. This is against the background of a mutually predicted outcome,
based on high level judicial precedent and case law. The significance of maintaining the
influence of the Court of Session for the benefit of the workplaces and the communities of
Scotland cannot be over-stated. The value of Court of Session judgments extends far
beyond the needs and requirements of particular parties involved in a case. It is no
exaggeration to say that this is a legal jewel of great price which, at least for personal
injury, the current proposals will discard.

In addition, the proposed appeal procedure to the sheriff principals’ bench will make it
extremely difficult to gain access to the Inner House of the Court of Session for appeal
purposes. We do not believe that the Government or the authors of the original Review
intend that the case law and the tradition of the Court of Session should be abandoned,
but our preliminary research work suggests that this would be the inevitable outcome of
proposals to raise the jurisdiction limit to £150,000. The Government has made it clear that
further remodelling work is being undertaken to establish the impact of this limit on the
number of cases which will be removed from the Court of Session and we hope APIL’s
research findings at Appendix C will be persuasive.

The high level of settlement within the Court of Session is a clear consequence of the
effect of the Coulsfield procedure and the specialised advice available to both pursuers

9

Encyclopedia of Health and Safety at Work: Law and Practice, general editor MJ Goodman, editor Rachel
Moore. See Appendix B.
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and defenders. It should be reiterated here, however, that it is critical that any movement
at all in the jurisdiction level must be part of a final package of measures to protect the
rights of injured people.

The Freedom of Information requests at Appendix D have also confirmed that the court
fees received in personal injury cases in the Court of Session account for just under 50 per
cent of the Court’s total income by way of fees. In 2009, personal injury cases generated
£1.8m. In the same year, over 3000 personal injury actions were signetted, while only 20
cases went to proof. More recent figures indicate that the Court of Session receives around
£180,000 per month in court fees from personal injury actions. It would appear that the
income from personal injury cases is of some significance in the funding of the Court of
Session.

Exemptions
We note and welcome the Government’s recognition that monetary value of a claim is not
the sole determination of its importance and that it will consider grounds for cases below
the privative limit to be referred to the Court of Session. APIL has consistently argued that
personal injury cases are very different from most other types of civil case, as pursuers are
clearly not simply damaged commodities: they are individuals, with different sets of
circumstances and injuries which make each one unique. This naturally increases the level
of complexity in many reparation cases. The Cabinet Secretary for Justice effectively
acknowledged this in September 2007 when he removed personal injury cases from the
small claims court, saying at the time: “This will mean that anyone pursuing such a claim
will be able to obtain the necessary medical evidence and legal representation required”.
Current Chapter 43 rules acknowledge that it is inappropriate for complex clinical
negligence actions to proceed under a simplified procedure, and allows for their removal
where reasoned arguments are made to a judge at the time the summons is presented for
signetting. We believe this rule should be extended to all personal injury claims. We also
believe that cases such as occupational disease claims, which involve additional
complexity in law or in quantification, should be raised as Court of Session actions where
judges are familiar with the issues raised. In disease cases even where a defender or
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insurer admits a breach of duty it is commonplace for causation to be disputed. For
instance, in an asthma case, an employer or its insurer may admit that they have wrongly
exposed an employee to potentially harmful dust of fumes. However, they may dispute
whether that dust or those fumes had any effect on the claimant and dispute whether the
asthma that they suffer from is occupational or simply constitutional. Similar arguments
can be raised in every disease case. Longtail disease cases can involve the further
complexity of apportioning blame between a number of employers which adds to the
cases complexity. There is also the additional benefit that judgments from the highly
respected Court of Session could have very positive implications for health and safety,
thereby helping to avoid needless injury and disease.

Such a move would also ensure that no personal injury claim which is complex but of
modest value is denied a hearing in the Court of Session.

Specialisation
APIL considers the issue of specialisation to be the core principle of reform to the sheriff
court.

In particular, the specialisation of sheriffs and a specialist PI court really could make a
significant difference in helping injured people to receive justice in a timely way. We also
strongly believe that having specialist personal injury sheriffs would help to save costs in
personal injury litigation. A dedicated personal injury judiciary would quickly develop the
expertise necessary to ensure effective case flow management and for the occasional
interlocutory and procedural hearing which might be necessary. Practitioners on both
sides of the bar will quickly learn and adapt to the procedural expectations. At present in
the Court of Session cases can proceed from start to finish without any judicial
involvement and we would expect that to be replicated in the specialist sheriff court. As
an aside we would wish the Court of Session e-motion procedure to be adopted.

For a system of specialised sheriffs to work effectively, however, it is imperative that there
are enough of them. Particularly in view of the proposal to increase the number of cases to
be allocated to the sheriff court from the Court of Session. There will have to be significant
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investment in training and administrative resources if the system is not to descend into
chaos. According to a recent article in Scots Law Times10 the outlook is not encouraging.
When the Coulsfield rules were introduced recently in the sheriff court administrative staff
were not given sufficient training. This has resulted in local interpretation of the rules, e.g
Hamilton sheriff court refuses to grant a warrant for specification for recovery of
documents pre-service, unless on cause shown.

Lord Gill recommended that the office of district judge should be introduced to hear cases
that fall into the summary cause rules, namely personal injury cases under £5,00011, with
the additional suggestion that a simplified procedure for all civil cases under £5,000 is
developed in due course. We also note at paragraph 134 of the Government’s response
the suggestion that there should be opportunities to develop specialisation at district
judge level, although personal injury is not included in the categories listed. Scotland has
already tried a simplified procedure for low value personal injury actions, namely the Small
Claims court. The compelling research of Elaine Samuel, “In the Shadow of the Small
Claims Court” showed the experiment to have been a complete failure and it has been
abandoned . Simplification of the procedure meant inadequate preparation, presentation
and representation, with claimants disadvantaged at all stages. The new summary cause
rules are effectively ‘Coulsfield-lite’ procedures, and should require little by way of judicial
resources. The APIL research indicates that 58 per cent of cases are settled for £5,000 and
under, therefore such reforms will affect over half of all cases. These should be dealt with
by the specialist sheriffs in a specialist personal injury sheriff court.

Currently district judges in other domestic jurisdictions deal with wide ranging legal
issues, from contractual disputes, to personal injury, to neighbour disputes. District judges
are also often put under immense pressure from listing departments to deal with cases in
the shortest amount of time, as reported by Dame Hazel Genn in her Hamlyn Lecture of
2008, Judging Civil Justice. An indication of their workload can be seen from this Day in the
Life Extract12, where Genn writes:
10

Scots Law Times 15 April 2011 The Government’s response to the recommendations of the Scottish civil Courts
Review D Sandison.
11
Paragraph194 Report of the Scottish Civil Courts Review.
12
The Hamlyn Lectures 2008, Hazel Genn, Judging Civil Justice, page 177
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The length of time for each case is very variable depending on the type of
list. In a possession list last Friday I had forty-two cases listed all at the same
time with a time allocation of five minutes. I find that even if people don’t
turn up, it takes more than five minutes to look at something meaningfully.
People now turn up more frequently to protect their home. Then it takes
much longer and it’s very stressful. Often it doesn’t really justify re-listing
because there is no real defence, but of course the person wants to tell you
all about it. It is a real struggle in those situations not to say, ‘Look, I’ve got
five minutes and there are twenty–five others waiting outside’. Instead you
try and listen to a bit of what they have to say and gently point out what is
and is not relevant: the tension between doing justice/being seen to be fair
and the nature/ length of the lists is just terrible.

In examining the role of district judges in England, she writes:

The full range of DJ work includes all manner of civil disputes from small
claims and disputes about poor workmanship/repair e.g. fitting
kitchens/bathrooms etc etc to consumer credit complaints, personal
injury, insolvency, enforcement of debts/orders, bankruptcy, housing,
landlord and tenant, disputes between neighbours, family cases
involving money (ancillary relief), children, divorce, domestic violence...
the list goes on and on. They range from pretty straightforward
contractual disputes or low-level personal injury to very complex
contractual disputes, serious money on ancillary relief. It is difficult to
know how complicated until you get right into the case because often
they will be poorly pleaded by people without the benefit of advice.13

It is difficult to see how, in the current economic climate, additional resources would be
available in Scotland to alleviate these problems. Personal injury cases, even those of a
lower value, are not necessarily legally straightforward as they often involve complex
arguments on apportionment or causation, and medical evidence can often involve
13

The Hamlyn Lectures 2008, Hazel Genn, Judging Civil Justice, page 176
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exacerbation injuries or pre-existing conditions. As we noted in the introduction to this
paper, the complexities of personal injury cases have already been recognised by the
Cabinet Secretary for Justice when he removed these cases from the small claims court.

Furthermore, APIL has grave concerns about the practicalities involved. We understand
that the aim is for district judges to be assimilated into the system on a piecemeal basis,
following the retirement of sheriffs. It is difficult to see how this can be properly managed
to maintain an even and uniform approach across Scotland.

Any increase in the sheriff court jurisdiction limit will obviously need to be offset by other
reforms to ensure proper protection for injured people, including the proposal for a
specialist court. We suggest that the specialist court should not be limited to Edinburgh.
Given that our research suggests that at least two thirds of all cases will be heard in the
specialist court we believe it would be sensible for there to be specialist sheriffs in both
Edinburgh and Glasgow to deal with jury trials and the volume of personal injury work
anticipated.

Such an arrangement, combined with procedural changes, would need to be set in place
before the introduction of any increase in the sheriff court jurisdiction limit.

Availability of counsel; the advocacy deficit
Another key aspect of the issue of specialisation is the availability of counsel. It is clear
from our members’ experience of the Chapter 43 procedure in the Court of Session and
the high settlement rate, that the use of counsel brings added value to many cases.
Equally it is our members’ experience that cases currently in the sheriff court are more
likely to run to proof. In the event that the privative limit is increased, the availability of
counsel would be an important asset in facilitating early settlement. It would seem fair and
reasonable that sanction for the instruction of counsel should be sought at the outset of
an action, where appropriate. In the new specialist court readily available sanction for
counsel, determined at the outset of a case, would ensure that injured people retain the
right to access an independent advocate. Further discussion could take place on
establishing uniform and predictable criteria for allowing the sanction for counsel.
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Defenders and insurers are uniformly represented by “repeat player” firms with specialist
solicitors and inhouse solicitor advocates. Whilst there are some specialist firms in
Scotland virtually none could run existing cases loads without the assistance of the Bar.
The Bar brings the benefits of years of experience in case preparation, case pleading and
presentation, and case advocacy which levels the playing field with defenders. We have no
doubt that the availability of the specialist Bar to claimants significantly improves the
prospects of recovery. It would be extremely disappointing if one of the unintended
consequences of reform was to remove access to the Bar for claimants. Further discussion
could take place on establishing uniform and predictable criteria for allowing counsel.
Clearly there would be no need for sanction in straightforward, low value cases, but in
cases where damages may be expected to exceed £10,000, or there was particular
complexity, sanction should be granted.

Training and recruitment
To have the confidence of the public it serves, the selection criteria and process for the
appointment of specialist sheriffs must be open and transparent, and fit for 21st century
access to justice and we welcome the assurances in paragraphs 125 and 126 of the
Government’s response that the Government will work with the Judicial Appointments
Board, the Lord President and the Judicial Studies Committee in relation to this.
Furthermore, we believe that the criteria adopted for the selection of sheriffs should be set
and defined. Furthermore, the criteria should be published, tested publicly as to whether
they are deemed to be appropriate, and systems should be established which allow
scrutiny as to whether the criteria have been applied and assessed objectively.

APIL firmly believes that appropriate training should also be provided to all those
appointed to judicial positions. Training and performance monitoring should be
conducted on a continuing basis during service to ensure the specialist’s skills and
experiences remain relevant. We believe there should be initial and ongoing training for
sheriffs and this should be endorsed by the introduction of a “ticketing” system, whereby
sheriffs who have undertaken such specialised training are granted the right to hear cases
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which reflect their specialisms. This system is already in place within family law and
criminal law in England and Wales and we believe it should be extended to personal injury
in Scotland. In Scotland a case flow procedure has been successfully developed in
personal injury which allows for little use of judicial resources but allows for early
settlement of cases. Statistics shows that over 99 per cent of cases settle without the need
for trial or proof in the Court of Session.

Conclusion
In summary, APIL can agree with some of the concerns raised about the operation of the
sheriff court. We can also understand the desire to ensure that cases are heard in the
Court of Session which reflect the seniority of its judges.

At the same time, however, it must be recognised that personal injury cases are very
different from commercial cases, for example, and that each injury comes with a different
set of complexities and personal circumstances which cannot, and should not , be handled
as a mere set of commodities. We support a change to the sheriff court jurisdiction limit to
£30,000 provided improvements are made to the sheriff court system along the lines
suggested above, and before any change to the limit is made. Such an approach will help
to address the deficiencies of the current system, while leaving its virtues intact.
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Appendix A – Extract from APIL Guide to Accidents at Work, chapter 2, by Tomkins,
Humphreys, Stockwell.
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Appendix B – Extract, Encyclopaedia of Health & Safety at Work: Law and Practice, General
editor MJ Goodman; editor Rachel Moore.
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Appendix C
•

Total damages and expenses recovered in all cases: data collected for a three
month period 1 January to 31 March 2009.

•

Number of litigated cases and pre-litigated cases settled in month of February
2009.
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Appendix D
•

Freedom of Information Request August 2010.

•

Freedom of Information Request April 2011.
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Court of Session from Jan 2009 Dec 2009 (Fee Amount Totals)
FEE TOTAL
ACTION TYPE
COURT
PERSONAL DAMAGES
Court of Session Fees Charged
1802659
Grand Total
1802659

Grand Total
1802659
1802659
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